The Cornell Undergraduate Historical Society is proud to announce a call for submissions for the Eleventh Edition of *Ezra’s Archives*, an academic journal featuring undergraduate historical writing from students across the nation. We invite students from your institution to submit works of original historical research of roughly ten to thirty five double-spaced pages.

Our journal has a tradition of promoting institutional diversity and academic dialogue among undergraduates. We pride ourselves on publishing research from beyond Cornell. All submitted works are treated with the utmost confidentiality and are evaluated objectively by undergraduate editors without reference to institutional origin or authorship. Please note that students can only be published every other year to ensure that other students have the opportunity to be published.

All papers considered for publication in *Ezra’s Archives* must:

- Feature original historical research utilizing primary source materials.
- Be double-spaced, 12 pt. serif font, paginated, with one-inch margins.
- Be in .doc or .docx format, titled "Last Name, First Name".
- Be between 10 and 35 pages in length.
- For papers featuring images, the author must have either permission to use said images or own the rights to them.
- Have citations formatted as footnotes and a full bibliography in the Chicago Manual of Style Format. (See http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide.html).

Authors must guarantee that their papers do not contain any plagiarized material and have not been published in a previous edition of *Ezra’s Archives*.  

All submissions must be received by **11:59 PM EST on December 31, 2020**. Papers should be sent by email attachment to ezrasarchives@gmail.com with “EA Submission 2020” as the subject of the email. For more information, please visit our website at http://history.cornell.edu/cornell-historical-society#ezra's-archives and feel free to contact us with any questions, concerns, or expressions of interest regarding submissions for *Ezra’s Archives*.

We look forward to considering your submissions!

--

Yours Sincerely,

**Julie Cotton & Basia Van Buren**  
Editors-in-Chief

*Ezra’s Archives*